The effect of the extensor mechanism on maximum isometric fingertip forces: A numerical study on the index finger.
The extensor mechanism is a tendinous network connecting intrinsic and extrinsic muscles of the finger and its function has not yet been fully understood. The goal of this study was to assess the effect of the extensor mechanism on the maximum isometric fingertip forces - a parameter which is essential for grasping. For this purpose, maximum fingertip forces in all directions (i.e. feasible force sets) of two musculoskeletal models of the index finger were compared: the wEM model included a full representation of the extensor mechanism, whereas in the noEM model the extensor mechanism was replaced by a single extensor tendon without connectivity to intrinsic muscles. The feasible force sets were computed in the flexion-extension plane for nine postures. Forces in four predefined directions (palmar, proximal, dorsal, and distal), and the peak resultant forces were evaluated. Averaged forces in all four predefined directions were considerably larger in the wEM model (+187.6%). However, peak resultant forces were slightly lower in the wEM model (-4.3% on average). The general advantage of the wEM model could be explained by co-contraction of intrinsic and extrinsic extensor muscles which allowed reaching larger activation levels of the extrinsic flexors. Only within a narrow range of force directions the co-contraction of intrinsic muscles limited the fingertip forces and lead to lower peak resultant forces in the wEM model. Rather than maximizing peak resultant forces, it appears that the extensor mechanism is a sophisticated tool for increasing maximum fingertip forces over a broad range of postures and force directions - making the finger more versatile during grasping.